
LIFE OF RILEY LIVE V
Monday, August 14, 2017

09:30 AM - 5:30PM

09:30AM - 11:00AM

Jamie Batzel

Watch Life of Riley Live at LORCAL, the Life of Riley Center for Advanced Learning  
or register to view online at LifeofRileyLive.com.

Price:  $75 at LORCAL, seating is limited.  Call 727-865-4145
or $25.00 online by registering and viewing the day of the event.  

12955 Starkey Road, Suite 3000, Largo, Florida 33773

Register by July 31st, 2017 and save 50% on your ticket!

Hairstyles are constantly changing with 
fads coming and going.  The Stack Perm, 
the Wedge and The Mullet are just a few on 
the list.  One thing that never changes or 
goes out of style is a beautiful polished 
holiday or special occasion style.  
Braids, upstyles, half up/half down, twists, 
ponytails, chignons and the list goes on.  
Your clients are coming to you asking for 
these.  Jamie will share tips , tricks and 
techniques to creating these styles and 
more on all lengths and textures of hair.

Braids, Buns and Bobbies 
with Jamie Batzel

Perfect the art of hair painting and 
creating dimension through free hand
techniques.  Today’s trend is for blondes
and brunettes to look sun-kissed.  Having
color that was created by the sun, but better, 
as they were created with the precision 
of a stylist.

12:00PM - 1:30PM

William Beauregard

2:00PM - 3:30PM

Whether you are working with 100% gray
hair or the beginning splashes, L’ANZA o�ers
a range of options for coloring gray hair that can
provide anything from your classic to modern look.
Let us walk you through the simple and thorough gray
coverage process that heals, seals and protects hair 
with L’ANZA Healing Hair Care.

Alfaparf Painting on Color
with William Beauregard

Gray Coverage Techniques
with Leah Freeman

4:00PM - 5:30PM

Learn the Pure Brazilian 3 Step process 
to smooth sexy hair in 90 minutes.

90 Minutes to Sleek Smooth Sexy Hair
Leah Freeman


